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The day after
The referendum was very divisive and at the time of
writing the country is plunged into unprecedented
turmoil with financial markets shaken, the Prime
Minister and the Leave leaders resigned.
As the articles in this newsletter show, Brussels
Labour members played their full part in making the
case to Remain. We can be proud of all our efforts
and contributions.

In the early hours of Friday 24 June we realized that
we had lost the referendum. Despite not having a
plan, despite the calls of the Prime Minister and the
Leader of the Opposition, despite the debunking of all
the lies, the Leave camp had edged it. The Leave
leaders themselves seemed surprised.

The debate about Britain and our European
neighbours will continue, with this result throwing up
many questions. Brussels Labour will continue to
work for what unites us, for the common good and in
a spirit of solidarity and internationalism.

IN REMEMBRANCE // JO COX MP

Her memory will live on

Friends and colleagues were shocked and heart
broken by the brutal murder of Jo Cox, our brilliant
MP for Batley and Spen, on 16 June. Jo had worked in
Brussels for six years, at the European Parliament and
for the NGO Oxfam, and she was fondly remembered
by those who had worked with her as someone who
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was down to earth and at the same time highly
principled and dedicated. Jo was about to celebrate
her 42nd birthday.
A remembrance event was held in the Brussels
concert hall Ancienne Belgique to honour Jo Cox’s life
and the values she stood for. The remembrance
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ceremony was followed by a memorial march from
the concert hall to the Brussels Stock Exchange
building where flowers were laid in Jo Cox’s memory.

particularly moving speech in Parliament, saying “We
love you, we salute you and we shall never forget
you”.

As well as in Britain and Brussels, Ms Cox was
remembered at events around the world, including
New York, Washington DC and Nairobi.
Her murder was perpetrated in the final stretch of the
EU referendum campaign. Stephen Kinnock MP, who
shared an office with her in Westminster, gave a

REFERENDUM CAMPAIGN // BRUSSELS LABOUR

We were there

I joined the Brussels Labour campaign weekend in
London on 29 April - 1 May. First stop was Havering
and Redbridge, the most marginal of the GLA superconstituencies. We were delighted to be welcomed
on arrival by the local MP Wes Streeting, who gave us
an introduction to the areas to be canvassed. We
mainly spoke to Labour or previously uncontacted
voters. Whilst there were good levels of support on
the doorsteps we visited, this unfortunately did not

translate to the ballot box as Labour candidate and
LME Executive member Ivana Bartoletti lost narrowly
to the Tories.
On the Saturday afternoon we joined Hackney North
and Stoke Newington CLP for some mayoral and
referendum campaigning. In our group we were led
by Patrick Moule, candidate in a local by-election in
Stokey Ward, who I'm happy to say was elected on a
big majority. In the area we found pretty strong
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support for Labour, although perhaps surprising for
that constituency, quite a number undecided on the
referendum and wanting more information about the
benefits of EU membership.
On Sunday morning it was a pleasure as always to
campaign in Islington North with old comrades
including local ward organiser Michaelangelo and Cllr
David Poyser. We were also very pleased to be joined
by London MEPs Seb Dance and Lucy Anderson. We

When you are tired of London you are tired of life –
and if it seemed that way in 1770, it still seems that
way today. As participants in Brussels labour London
campaign weekend, we enjoyed the buzz and the
bustle and the feeling of being part of something
important. The sunshine may have helped, but we all
arrived in South Woodford in good spirits, meeting up
with local people willing to give up their Saturday to
help get Sadiq Khan elected, to support local
councillors and and to test the waters about voting
intentions in the referendum. The local M.P Wes
Streeting joined the group and discussed some topical
issues, before we set off.
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found strong support for Sadiq Khan and for me
personally his election as Mayor of London was
definitely the highlight of rather mixed results for us
overall, and proved to make a big contribution to the
Remain campaign.

We knocked on doors and stuffed leaflets in
letterboxes and wished we could do more. We
enjoyed talking to people, and were pleased when
doors were opened.
Most of the people talked to seemed very positive
about the London elections, and very positive about
their local labour candidates. There was definitely
more ambivalence about the referendum, no-one
said they were for ‘out’ but some were uncertain,
and some unwilling to say one way or another.
Later in Hackney, our experiences where much the
same. This time we were accompanied by Patrick
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Moule who was standing for the local council (and
who was elected comfortably). We grabbed some
lunch at a local deli and one of the staff, hearing us
talking, took the opportunity to talk to Patrick about
his work with local refugees – local politics in action.
We canvassed a rabbit-warren of streets, and only
managed to get lost a few times. The sunshine had
probably drawn more people out in the afternoon,
because it was more leaflet stuffing in letterboxes

than talking to people, but it was still good to test the
water.

Brussels Labour was back in London, Islington on the
fateful 23 June, to get out the vote. The day started
off brightly as we gathered at the campaign centre
and were surprised to meet Jeremy Corbyn himself.
In a very friendly, relaxed atmosphere Jeremy
welcomed us and gave us his view on the situation.
He had spoked to regional party leaders around the
country and the mood was optimistic as the last few
days had shown the mood swinging back in favour of
Remain. Unfortunately the polls proved wrong,
again. Jeremy also made an impassioned defence of
free movement, saying there was no need to blame
EU workers for low wages in the UK. And in Islington,

he told us, the EU role in defence of the environment
would go down well. Jo Wood, Brussels Labour Chair,
invited him to Brussels to speak and Jeremy was keen
to come and discuss how to take forward the agenda
of social justice at European level.

Verdict: for the referendum there was clearly still a
long way to go.
Sue Davies

And then we were off for a full day’s knocking on
doors around the streets nearby. We must have done
3-4 boards per group and were pretty tired by the
end. In fact our phones gave us some pretty
impressive walking stats, in ‘000 steps: 28 Paul, 32
Sue, 24 Isobel, 30 David, 25 Martin, 23 Jo. In my
group I was delighted to team up with Nigel Clarke
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together with a local councillor and an activist patch.
Most people we met were clearly in favour of Remain
and as the evening came there was a real sense of
participation as people were either going to or
coming back from the polling station. Of course we
now know the extent to which that was not
representative of the rest of the country.
I felt a strange mix of impressions that afternoon.
There were some signs that our campaign was
perhaps not breaking through, such as the Labour
leaflets that were rather negative, focusing on risks
rather than opportunities and the future. One man
told me he would vote out, because he agreed with
Len McLuskey and the original Corbyn. We also
avoided the housing estates because apparently

BRANCH MEETING // RICHARD CORBETT
MEP

Campaign debrief
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there was a higher risk of waking up the Leave vote
there. My most surreal moment: when a Leaver told
me, “I voted out but I know we will lose anyway, it
was the wrong question”. My favourite moment: at
the fish and chip shop, persuading the owner to bin
copies of the Sun and replace them with the Mirror.
My take away: to take such a momentous decision on
a simple majority referendum was a reckless gamble
by the Conservative government. The consequences
for Britain, for Europe and for the rest of the world
will be felt for years to come. We must not let them
get away with it.

and internationalism. She was the victim of a vile
attack during the referendum campaign but her
legacy will live on. Members were invited to
contribute to her fund, created by friends and family
at https://www.gofundme.com/jocox%E2%80%8B.
The Chair, Jo Wood, thanked everyone for all their
efforts in campaign. We didn't win but we
campaigned very hard. She also thanked the GMB
representatives and the sister parties for coming in a
spirit of solidarity.
Richard Corbett MEP, who has been an inspirational
presence on the frontline of the campaign stepped up
once again to share his personal experience and
assessment of the campaign.

A week after the EU referendum, Brussels Labour
came back together, hurt but not broken. Many of us
had been campaigning over the last weeks and
months and this was a time to reflect, to rage and to
remember.
On this emotional night, we held a minute’s silence to
remember our comrades Mike Ridgeway and Jo Cox.
Mike was a long standing member of BL who sadly
passed away during the referendum campaign. A
commemoration will be organized as soon as possible
and meanwhile, members may wish to support his
favourite charity, SOS Faim https://www.sosfaim.be
Jo Cox MP was a staunch supporter of the European
Union who died defending our values of social justice
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The Leave campaign was well organised, well funded
and ruthless. It denied all facts as propaganda and
used a clever line about taking control without saying
what it would do with it. Unfortunaately the Remain
campaign did not match that. Leave even managed to
position itself as anti-establishment despite being led
by an Etonian.
It used lies systematically, on the €350 million, on
Turkey, on a euro army, on euro bailouts. This was a
deliberate strategy to exhaust and divert the Remain
campaign with endless rebuttals.
The scaremongering on migration was, unfortunately,
effective. The Remain messages on migration, which
focused either on its benefits or on minimising its
drawbacks, did not work on the doorstep.
Added to that, 30 years of anti-EU media had built up
a swell of negative sentiment. In this debate the BBC
took the easy option and gave equal air time to all
arguments without applying any “truth” filter to the
information.
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There will be no article 50 soon because the
government does not know what it wants. It does not
even know if it wants to stay in the single market.
There is a small chance that maybe some Leave
people will reconsider.
Meanwhile, the main
message we should use is that we were swindled.
In the discussion that followed, the migration issue
was a key theme. The bulk of it is from outside the
EU whilst UK-EU movement is balanced. The Labour
government had created a migration fund to boost
public services in those local communities where
migration was concentrated but the Tories scrapped
it. In hindsight, opening up the UK to free movement
in 2004 without transition periods may have been a
mistake. Labour communities have changed rapidly
and people feel threatened.

Now Brexit would mean that migration controls
would be in Calais, not Dover, the Dublin asylum rule
would not apply and data on forged passports would
not be shared. However, the Remain campaign failed
to make these points.
The role of social media also needs to be carefully
analysed. It tends to create ghettos of like minded
people and makes it harder to persuade.

Martin Dawson

1 MAY// SISTER PARTIES EVENT

The European Left celebrates common values
Brussels celebrated the traditional 1 May celebrations
with festivals from both the French-speaking Parti
Socialiste and the Flemish SP-A holding their annual
street events to mark the day. While the PS event
took place on Place Rouppe, the SP-A held a carnivallike celebration on Place Saint Catherine.
The SP-A event also featured the participation of a
number of European sister parties, including Brussels
Labour. Many people turned-up throughout the day,
taking-up almost the entire area of Place Saint
Catherine.
There were dedicated stands from the Italian Partito
Democratico as well as two separate stands in which
representatives from a number of other European
parties; German SPD, French PS as well as Swiss and
Czech parties helped to provide entertainment with a
social-democratic flavour. Children took part in a
‘coconut-shy’ themed event where they were invited
to smash cans marked with stickers such as
“austerity” “poverty” and “racism”. For older visitors

to the stand they were invited to try a quiz-sheet to
test their knowledge of socialism and enjoy nice cakes
and refreshments provided by SP-A volunteers. A free
concert took place on a nearby stage in the crowd,
featuring 6 different acts for the whole afternoon and
much of the evening as large crowds took part in the
event.
The local Brussels SP-A were very appreciative of
efforts made on behalf of the various sister parties
and said it was heartening that so many could lend a
hand to boost the visibility of expats and non-Belgians
in the city. The head of the German young SPD said
that “The outcome shows clearly that we as sister
parties are 'campaign'-ready and can take on events
and activities”.

Paul Hagan
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Provisional dates
meetings in 2016:

for

Wednesday 28 September
Wednesday 19 October
Wednesday 16 November

Branch

Are you up to date ?

Website
Brusselslabour.eu

To confirm your membership of
Brussels Labour as well as to the
Labour Party, you need to pay a
small additional subscription.
Unlike
constituency
Labour
parties in the UK, Brussels Labour
is entirely self-funding so to help
support our activities members
are asked to pay an annual fee of
25 euro (waged) 5 euro
(unwaged/stagiaires).

Twitter
@brusselslabour

It is easy to forget if you have
paid, or perhaps time has passed
so quickly that it was last year – or
even the year before – that you
last paid.
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If the answer to ‘Have you paid
your Brussels Labour subscription’
is one of the following
*Not sure
*Once, but I am not sure when
Please
contact
Sue
at:
membership@brusselslabour.eu
The best way to pay is through an
annual standing order, or you can
pay cash at a branch meeting or
event.
Account number
001-1128765-52
IBAN: BE64 0011 1287 6552
BIC: GEBABEBB
Account name
Brussels Labour Party Group
Bank
BNP Paribas Fortis

Flickr
flickr.com/
brusselslabour
Facebook
facebook.com/
brusselslabour.eu

Editor

Martin Dawson

Email
germinal@brusselslabour.eu
All views expressed in Germinal
are those of the authors, and not
necessarily those of Brussels
Labour or the Labour Party.

